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  FIX -ME HARD - strong lacquer eco 
Extreme hold for fixing and decided to create any type of hairstyle without leaving any
residue. Does not affect the cosmetic color. Protective formula and moisture-proof. Bottle
of 350 ml.   

  FIX -ME - lacquer eco mediums 
Fixing modular type of medium, to ensure maximum compliance of the structure, even the
finest hair, prolonging the estate dell'acconciaturae. Does not affect the cosmetic color.
Protective formula and moisture-proof. Bottle of 350 ml. 

  MINI - FIX HARD - strong lacquer eco 
Extreme hold for fixing and decided to create any type of hairstyle without leaving any
residue. Does not affect the cosmetic color by increasing the brightness. Protective
formula and moisture-proof.
100 ml vial.   

  ELEVATOR - flash & back 
Innovative uses natural resins and thermo active to create any type of hairstyle.
Evaporates and dries instantly. Model and creates extreme effects and elastic and with a
few brush strokes remodels and invents another look. 200 ml bottle. 

  WHAT'S UP - strong hairspray 
Polished and fixed in an absolutely determined without weighing and not greasy. Ideal for
creating volume and fix any hairstyle long-lasting.
Bottle of 400 ml. 

  WE CAN CHANGE.. 
 - SHAKE ME HARD - extra strong mousse  Mousse ultra high performance in extreme
hold of the new generation. Moisture Formula resins with light effect. Bottle of 300 ml.
 - SHAKE ME - special medium curly mousse  The new formulation provides greater
elasticity in the hair fiber to define and sculpt your hair is naturally curly permanentato.
Bottle of 300 ml.
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  RAPID CURL - fluid effect hedgehog   Emphasizes the movement of curly hair, giving
elasticity and firmness. Fluid is particularly rich in natural substances and valuable
moisturizers. 200 ml bottle.
   STAND- UP - anti-frizz volumizing spray   
Spray formulation micromolecular without rinsing to make body and volume to the hair
even thinner. 200 ml bottle. 
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